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DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

  2016/17 TBA   Western Edge Theatre, Nanaimo; Frank Moher, Artistic Director

  2015  December   major re-write, new title: LAND OF PLENTY
.

      March   SOLD OUT stage premiere: Sid Williams Theatre, Courtenay (Box Office: $26,470)
.

        TV movie premiere:  Shaw TV channel 4, Vancouver Island

    2014    October     reading & discussion:  Elder College, Campbell River 

July     4 staged readings:  Shakespeare by the Sea, Victoria (2 SOLD OUT)

          May   reading & discussion: Elder College, Courtenay (SOLD OUT 8 weeks in advance)
.

     February     2 readings: Merlin Sun House Theatre, Victoria (SOLD OUT 2 weeks in advance)

    2013  December    critique by Sharon Pollock
    November    2 dinner readings: Mar's On Main, Cumberland (SOLD OUT 3 weeks in advance)

.

       August    WHEN I'M 64 - 1st public reading: Shakespeare by the Sea, Island Playwrights - 
            Victoria

 
    2012-2011     research, interviews, writing, workshops 

SYNOPSIS

Six older women's tales of shattered expectations and the power of choice.

CAST     7 females.

PLAYING TIME 95 minutes in TWO ACTS or ONE ACT. 

SET     Minimalist: 4 chairs, a table. Props and scenery are imagined.

PLAYWRIGHT'S STATEMENT   

Over the years, I often listened to women of a certain age who grappled with life-altering
news.  Their  vulnerability,  resilient  strength,  and humour  still  resonate.  Life  after  60 is  a
veritable  gold  mine  of  new  adventure  and  misadventure,  new  hope  and  jeopardy,  and
therefore for theatrical exploration and visceral impact. Reinventing one's life at any age is
fraught with the often funny yet poignant human dilemma to be or not to be true to one's
authentic self. I want to give seasoned actresses good roles. And, I hope the motley crew
inhabiting  this  imaginary  sea-side  town  will  reward  an  audience's  attention  by  inspiring
introspection, debate, conversations that matter, and, hopefully, a deepening empathy for the
brave navigators of the ambiguous, ever-evolving quest of being human, fully alive.
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BOX OFFICE

Two performances brought in $26,470

      WHEN I'M 64 written and directed by Steve Hill

Amateur Stage Premiere, 28 March 2015 
Sid Williams Theatre, Courtenay BC Canada
Produced by Women's Business Network

Two Performances  
2PM - almost sold out
7:30PM - sold out, turned audience away

                   Total Tickets Sold – 835

         GROSS TICKET SALES 835 TICKETS X $27:     $22,545
 

         PROGRAM ADVERTISING:     $3,925
                       _______   
                               

               TOTAL GROSS REVENUE:           $26,470 *

                                                      
                          TOTAL COST OF SET & PROPS:                 $0.00

                                                                                    * plus: 
• on-line fees           

• bar & food
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REVIEW

When I'm 64 triumphant for rookie 
Canadian playwright
BY MARK J. A  LLAN     MAR 29, 2015 IN ARTS 

COURTENAY - Motivated to create more roles for older women, rookie Canadian playwright Steve

Hill has crafted a winner populated by six believable characters.

When I’m 64 is an inspirational production populated by believable, sympathetic older female characters.

Inspired by the offbeat Paul McCartney song of the same name from the Beatles’ 

legendary Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band album, the play reveals some truly lonely 

hearts.

Some have lost spouses to the Grim Reaper; others are considering cutting the cord that 

attaches them to unfaithful husbands.

Many emotions, including anger, loneliness, loss, sadness, courage, fear, pride and 

forgiveness, were apparent March 28 in the first of two almost-sold-out performances at 

the Sid Williams Theatre in Courtenay, B.C., Canada.

After music icon Sue Medley opens with a plaintive solo acoustic version of her song "These 

Are the Days," Lynn Hodge follows with a strong statement as breast cancer survivor and 

dragon boat paddler Trish.

Recounting how she overcame her fear of the water to join a dragon boat rowing team with 

fellow cancer survivors, Trish expresses fear, courage, defiance and anger.

http://www.digitaljournal.com/user/442925
http://www.suemedley.ca/
http://sidwilliamstheatre.com/
http://www.digitaljournal.com/arts
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The anger arises prophetically from so many members of the dragon boat team dying — six 

in one terrible year.

Diminutive Elaine Hanson, as self-made woman MJ, taps into her dance and choreographic 

background for some wonderful physicality.

Kate Fairley, as octogenarian Joan, delivers her lines effectively — no small feat when you 

consider that Fairley herself is 83, when memory can be unreliable.

Joan has a lifetime of memories she wants to share — if she could only get her emotionally 

unavailable Me Generation daughter to listen. Joan does her best by bringing to life a faded 

black and white photo of two long-dead European farmers whose kindness partially offsets a 

Nazi atrocity.

As Sonja, Sharon Pridham captures the terror elderly people feel when trying online dating.

Louise Salter’s Alexandra seems to have everything a woman could want — three lovely 

daughters and a comfortable life supplied by her real-estate wheeler-dealer husband.

Her appreciation of fine wine and food is tempered by a difficult decision she has to make 

regarding her spouse.

Salter has a rare gift of eliciting laughter without saying a word.

As Streetwoman, Patricia Foster appears sporadically and speaks sparingly. Some personal 

tragedy has shunted her onto the fringes of society, but she is nonetheless connected to the 

other women.

In a striking technique, Hill rarely has more than one character in the spotlight at a time, 

allowing audiences to focus on one soliloquy at a time.

Video occasionally augments the plot line and character development, although it sometimes 

distracts attention from what the characters are saying.

An active soundscape helps to conjure memories described by cast members.

Besides creating vibrant and believable older female roles, Hill captures the spirit of a 
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remarkable place known to the native K’ómoks people as the Land of Plenty.

The themes that reverberate through the cast’s fine performances are universal.

His years as chaplain, counselling people in life-or-death circumstances have given Hill access

to powerful, genuine, often-painful emotions.

His perceptiveness, compassion, writing skill and heartfelt desire to create more stage roles 

for older women did the rest.

When I’m 64 is a triumph that would make McCartney proud.

MARK J. ALLAN is a freelance arts writer and a former editor of The Record.

http://www.tourismvi.ca/pdf/pressmaterials/ComoxValley.pdf
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PHOTOS

Scene 1. TRISH,    “Belonging to this team of women is way better than a pill!”

Scene 2. LOTUS,    “I'm a spiritual warrior, fightin' the good fight!”
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TRISH & STREETWOMAN,    “What happened to your father in the war?”

Scene 3. JOAN,    “Magda's family waited at the train station in Kiev.”
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Scene 4. SONJA,    “You rotter! You will not be home for Christmas!”

STREETWOMAN,    “City Hall wants us gone before Christmas.”
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Scene 5. ALEXANDRA,    “Look at the size of these oysters!”

Scene 6. LOTUS,   “Isn't this awe-inspiring what's going on inside our bodies?”
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STREETWOMAN,    “You gonna send the cops?”

Scene 7. JOAN, “You're sixty-six going on sixteen! Will you ever wake up and learn that 

there's more in heaven and on earth than is dreamt of in your small me-me world?”
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Scene 8. ALEXANDRA,    “My perfect world is disintegrating.”

Scene 9. SONJA,    “And, he dances!”
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Scene 10. TRISH,    “Paddles up! Ya hear? Don't waste a moment being afraid, 

              cuz you just never know. There's hope. Always hope.”

THE END.
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MEDIA

Writer's play delves deep into psyches
KATHERINE GIBSON / THE RECORD 

Jan 22, 2014 at 2:00 PM— updated Jan 23, 2014 at 9:18 AM 

 

A PLAY by  Steve Hill has received a glowing endorsement from notable Canadian playwright Sharon Pollack.

 

When I’m 64, a 90-minute play by playwright Steve Hill, is earning kudos beyond the Valley.

Leading Canadian playwright and Governor-General Award winner Sharon Pollack 

commented,  “When I’m 64 is really a charming play. It’s entertaining and quite solid. I’m 

sure not only audiences, but actors, will love the roles.”

With Pollock’s endorsement, interest in the play is stirring in a major centre, but Hill won’t 

say at this time much for fear of jinxing the opportunity.

Although this is Hill’s first attempt at writing a play, he is no stranger to the theatre. He was a

professional actor in William Hutt’s hand-picked Young Company at Theatre London, and 

performed in four West End productions in London, England.

A fork in the road and a Jesuit education led Hill away from the theatre and into real-life 

drama doing medical ethics and spiritual care for the sick, dying and the bereaved, a vocation

Hill calls “a privilege.” It is this experience that sets the foundation for 64.

The play, performed as a dramatic reading, follows six female characters “of a certain age.” 

Although each character’s story is unique, they are connected by a thread of compassion and 

underlying strength.
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It is a funny, poignant and authentic treatment of common mid-life issues that dig deep into 

the psyche of each character.

“Minimalist staging and limited props allow the audience and actors to focus 100 per cent on 

the spoken word, to centre their attention on the story of each woman,” says Hill.

Being a male playwright makes this play all the more remarkable. Some critics might 

question the credibility of a man appropriating the inner thoughts of women.

“All of us share a common humanity, whatever our gender,” says Hill.

As with author Arthur Golden, who wrote the 1997 bestseller Memoirs of a Geisha, Steve Hill 

has a talent for getting deep inside the hearts and heads of his female characters.

“Through my work in pastoral care, I had the privilege to hear what really mattered to 

women, many of whom faced huge challenges. The strength in these women and the power 

of their stories still resonate with me. The characters in 64 are an amalgam of some of 

these.”

Hill understands that we share our most intimate stories, our most sacred thoughts, when 

someone we trust really listens. That’s when our humanity surfaces.

Merlin’s Sun House Theatre in Victoria is staging When I’m 64 on Feb. 1, a performance that 

has already sold out. It is also being performed through Elder College at North Island College 

on March 14.

Tickets for the Feb. 1 production in Victoria are available by contacting Tim Gosley at 1-250-

598-7488 or timgosley@telus.net. For more information, e-mail Steve Hill at 

playtrain@gmail.com or 250.941.3976.

KATHERINE GIBSON is a bestselling author of several books.

mailto:timgosley@telus.net
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Playwright’s Ode to Older Women
ADRIAN CHAMBERLAIN / TIMES COLONIST 

JANUARY 29, 2014 04:35 PM

 

Playwright Steve Hill recently retired from his job as a hospital chaplain. 

When I’m 64

Where: Merlin’s Sun Home Theatre, 1983 Fairfield Rd.

When: Saturday, two shows 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

Tickets: $10 limited tickets available. 250-598-7488   

A Jesuit-trained counsellor has sparked interest with his new play about the struggles and 

triumphs of older women.

Novice playwright Steve Hill (who writes as J.S. Hill) is the author of When I’m 64. A pair of 

staged readings at Merlin’s Sun Home Theatre on Saturday are almost sold out.

Last summer, the 61-year-old’s play had a successful staged reading at Victoria’s 

Shakespeare by the Sea. And noted Canadian playwright Sharon Pollack has praised the 

script, deeming it a “charming” and “entertaining” play.

Theatre Inconnu invited Hill to bring When I’m 64 to Merlin’s Sun Home Theatre after an 

Inconnu board member was favourably impressed by the Shakespeare by the Sea 

performance. 

http://www.timescolonist.com/authors?author=Adrian%20Chamberlain
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Shakespeare by the Sea, meanwhile, has invited the 90-minute play back for a repeat 

performance in July. Hill hopes this will be its first fully fledged production.

When I’m 64 follows the lives of a half-dozen women, all age 64. They’re a diverse bunch, 

including a homeless person, a widow, a dragon boater and an executive. The women discuss

struggles such as battling cancer, Internet dating, widowhood, infidelity — as well revealing 

their capacity for finding for love, joy and meaning in later life.

“I do admire the strength of resilience of each one of these women,” Hill said. “I admire their 

struggle to find hope and their success in finding hope, despite the shadows of some of the 

hopelessness, the brokenness and betrayals going on around them.”

Hill said his experiences as a hospital chaplain  informed the writing of When I’m 64. As a 

counsellor for the sick, dying and bereaved (a position from which he’s just retired), Hill spent

years listening to people in intimate one-on-one conversations.

The Montreal-born playwright, educated in theology by Jesuits at the University of Toronto’s 

Regis College, previously worked as a spiritual director at the Ignatius Jesuit Centre of 

Spirituality in Guelph, Ont.

Hill also has an early background in acting. In the mid-’70s he performed with Toronto’s 

Young People’s Theatre, Alberta Theatre Projects and Theatre London. In the early 1980s he 

worked in London’s West End, taking such roles as a tap-dancing footballer in the original 

U.K. production of Best Little Whorehouse in Texas.

Hill also acted in film, taking smaller roles in Catherine Deneuve’s vampire film The Hunger 

(he played her first victim), Sean Connery’s Never Say Never Again and Vincent Price’s 

Bloodbath at the House of Death.

Back then, he originally intended to take a break from showbiz for a few months by working 

as a spiritual counsellor. But Hill found the work so rewarding, he never looked back — until 

now.
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Hill initially had qualms about being a man writing about the intensely personal experiences 

of women. However, most of his feedback has been positive. One woman who read the play 

even mistook Hill’s gender before meeting him.

“She said, ‘Oh my god, are you the playwright? I just lost a bet. I bet my partner only a 

woman could have written this play.’ ”

achamberlain@timescolonist.com

mailto:achamberlain@timescolonist.com
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Tribute To Older Women
MARK ALLAN / THE RECORD / Mar 25, 2015

Steve Hill wrote When I’m 64 to provide more live 

theatre roles for older women.

The first-time playwright succeeded in creating six 

believable roles, say some of the performers who will 

bring them to life March 28 in a L’Arche fundraiser.

“I can’t say enough in praise of Steve and … his 

wonderful memory,” comments Louise Salter, who 

portrays Alexandra, a successful businesswoman and 

wine connoisseur from Calgary.

“Steve was the hospital chaplain and heard so many stories. When your husband passes, or 

you or he or someone in your family is going through some kind of terrible medical thing, it’s 

a time when women spill their guts.”

Salter has stage experience in Victoria, Powell River and Courtenay, and praises Hill for taking

“all those memories of all those vulnerable people … and creating some characters that are 

real – they really are.”

Sharon Pridham plays Sonja, a recent arrival who tries Internet dating.

“Not a lot has been said about what women of our age … are looking at because all of a 

sudden we’re out of our 40s and we realize, ‘Hey, we’re halfway out of our lifespan and what 

is the next chapter going to be?’ ”

The veteran thespian says she had no trouble relating to her character.

“Sonja and I made friends the first time I read her part in the play,” states Pridham, who 

draws on her mother’s experience of becoming a widow at the age of 52.

“She can really handle it,” Pridham says of Sonja. “She is going to come out just fine. The 

way Steve has written the part, she has a terrific sense of humour.”
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Kate Fairley, whose real age is 83, plays Joan, a widow who tells her 64-year-old daughter 

the secret of why her husband emigrated to Canada after the Second World War.

“When I took the part on, I understood it was a reading (in which performers read from 

scripts),” reveals the English native and former Free Press (Green Sheet) reporter, who 

admits memorizing lines has been a challenge.

“I think it’s good for my memory to have studied this, and I don’t feel so worried about it 

now.”

The two March 28 performances, at 2 and 7:30 p.m., will easily be the highest-profile ones so

far.

“When I’m 64 started out as a series of readings,” notes Salter. “There’s never really been a 

lot of staging involved. This is going to be very different,” she adds, comparing previous 

intimate venues and crowds of only several dozen people to the anticipated much-larger Sid 

audiences.

Memorizing is not the only challenge, mentions Fairley, referring to how often the cast 

delivers monologues while alone on stage.

“You have to imagine you’re talking to an invisible person a lot of the time, waiting for their 

response,” Fairley explains.

Lynn Hodge (Trish), Patricia Foster (Streetwoman) and Elaine Hanson (MJ) portray the other 

characters. Sue Medley is herself, singing her song These Are The Days.

When I’m 64 will be performed March 28 at the Sid Williams Theatre in Courtenay at 2 and 

7:30 p.m. For details and tickets, visit sidwilliamstheatre.com, phone 250-338-2430 or visit 

the Sid box office at 442 Cliffe Ave. in Courtenay.

MARK ALLAN is a freelance arts writer and a former editor of The Record.
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Actresses Featured In Movie
THE RECORD / OCT 29, 2014

In a scene from When I'm 64, being filmed in Shaw TV's Campbell River studio, 

'Trish' is a breast-cancer survivor who takes up dragon boating with Hope Afloat.

Three years ago, Steve Hill had an idea to write a play for older actresses for whom few 

meaty roles exist.

Despite naysayers wondering why a man would undertake this project, his play, When I’m 

64, is being filmed in Shaw TV’s studio in Campbell River.

It’s been quite the journey. Writing, workshops, re-writing. Countless rejections. More 

workshops, writing.

Hill retired as director of hospital chaplaincy and ethics in order to write full-time. There were 

readings at Elder College, Probus, three road trips and successful play-readings in Victoria.

The artistic director of Victoria’s Shakespeare by the Sea described Hill’s play as, “the best 

writing for women since Lillian Hellman.”

The stage play-turned-screenplay is being filmed by S Ray Productions in co-operation with 

Shaw TV for prime time broadcasts in 2015.

Shaw TV has committed to this project to give the play and the actresses a wider audience.
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Staged Readings...what people said... 

        Readers at Shakespeare by the Sea, Victoria (July/2014)

“sure to resonate, regardless of age, background, or gender” MONDAY MAGAZINE, ARTSMARTS

 
“the best writing for women since Lillian Hellman”  SHAKESPEARE BY THE SEA,  R. LIGHT

“charming...entertaining...I enjoyed it...solid...scarcity of good roles for women. 
Audiences and actors will love these roles.”   SHARON POLLOCK, PLAYWRIGHT

“the issues are universal”  I HAVE MY OWN LIFE TO LIVE, JANIS LACOUVÉE

“mezmerizing”  “astonishing”   “raw”     SHAW TV, AUDIENCE

“laughter, poignancy”    RECORD, LISE BROADLEY

“successful” TIMES COLONIST, AMY SMART
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AUTHOR'S BIO 

ACTOR    Born in Montreal, (1953), Stephen Hill attended Earl Haig Secondary School in North

York, receiving Honourable Mention at Sears Ontario High School Drama Festival. In 1977,

Hill  began  acting  with  four  pioneers  of  Canadian  theatre: Susan  Rubes'  Young  People's

Theatre (Toronto); two seasons with William Hutt at the Grand Theatre Young Company (London,

ON);  three seasons in summer stock with Dennis  Sweeting at  Kawartha Summer Theatre

(Lindsay, Ontario); and with Doug Riske, Alberta Theatre Projects (Calgary, AB).

In the West End, (London, England,) Hill worked (1980-1982) as John Stephen Hill because another
'Stephen Hill' was already a member of British Equity. Hill's West End work include his leading
role debut  in the Michael  Blakemore hit Deathtrap (Garrick  Theatre) and  Ladies in Retirement
(Fortune  Theatre.) He  was directed by Tommy Tune in the original  UK production of The Best
Little  Whorehouse  in  Texas  (Theatre  Royal,  Drury  Lane.) He  stood  by  for Elizabeth  Taylor's
Broadway revival of The Little Foxes (Victoria  Palace.) In the London fringe, Hill produced two
plays (King's Head Pub) and was directed by Tom Conti in Beyond Therapy (Latchmere.) He did play
readings at Canada House, and on the Lyttleton stage  (National Theatre.) Hill is an alumnus of
the London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art (LAMDA) where he was directed by Ian Judge
in The Winter's Tale.

FILM     Hill began doing small film roles, such as David Bowie's & Catherine Deneuve's first

victim in The Hunger directed by Tony Scott (1981); with Sean Connery in Never Say Never

Again; with  Kenny Everett, Vincent Price in the comedy, Bloodbath at the House of Death.

MINISTRY     In 1982, he took a '3 month sabbatical' which eventually led him out of the

theatre. He volunteered at a L'Arche home for adults with developmental disabilities founded

by Canadian humanitarian Jean Vanier. He then studied theology with the Jesuits at Regis

College, University of Toronto, completing a Master of Divinity, Bachelor of Sacred Theology,

and later, Bachelor of Education. He spent the rest of his life as a counselor to the sick, dying

and  bereaved.  He  was  a  founding  member  of  the  Healing  Violence  Against  Women

Committee with the Sisters of Providence (1998, Kingston,ON.)

PLAYWRIGHT      After  raising  a  family,  Hill  began  writing.  In  Edmonton,  with  Alberta

Playwright's Network, he participated in several circles and public readings led by Connie

Massing and was mentored by Vern Thiessen. After moving to Vancouver Island, he began to

develop,  When  I'm  64,  which,  after  nine  readings,  sold  out the  500  seat  Sid  Williams

Theatre on March 28, 2015, and raised over $17,000 net donation towards building a L'Arche

facility for adults with developmental challenges. A movie adaptation first aired March 29,

2015 on SHAW TV on Vancouver Island. It was re-broadcast numerous times.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sid_Williams_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sid_Williams_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Vanier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L'Arche
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloodbath_at_the_House_of_Death
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vincent_Price
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Never_Say_Never_Again
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Never_Say_Never_Again
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sean_Connery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Scott
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hunger_(1983_film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catherine_Deneuve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_Academy_of_Music_and_Dramatic_Art
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_National_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada_House
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beyond_Therapy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Conti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victoria_Palace_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Little_Foxes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Taylor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatre_Royal,_Drury_Lane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Best_Little_Whorehouse_in_Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Best_Little_Whorehouse_in_Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tommy_Tune
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ladies_in_Retirement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garrick_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deathtrap_(play)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Blakemore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_End_theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Theatre_(London,_Ontario)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Hutt_(actor)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Douglas_Rubes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earl_Haig_Secondary_School


LAND OF PLENTY 

WEBSITE https://sites.google.com/site/whenim64bystevehill/

CONTACT   STEVE HILL
1522 Comox Ave, Comox, BC, V9M 2S2, Canada
250.941.3976
playtrain@gmail.com


